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Executive summary

This white paper on Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Logistics 
targets ALICE network members and organizations 
interested in starting AI projects in the logistics field. 

AI currently permeates all sectors and industries and 
becomes an increasingly important technology. The 
characteristics of the logistics industry, such as a fluctuating 
consumer market, multiple actors with opposing goals, 
and complex optimization problems, make it highly 
suitable for AI applications. AI methods can capture 
the complex relationships in logistics environments, 
leveraging the increasing availability of data to make 
logistics processes more efficient and sustainable. The 
European Union (EU) supports the development and use 

of AI by creating a regulatory framework called the EU AI 
Act, aiming to ensure the safety, transparency, traceability, 
non-discrimination, and environmental friendliness of AI 
systems used in the EU.

After exploring the foundations of AI, the white paper 
provides application examples for AI in logistics from 
members of the ALICE network. The application examples 
are clustered according to their application domain (ports, 
intralogistics, and transport management), as well as the 
task that an AI algorithm on (sensing, thinking, acting). 
Finally, the white paper addresses common challenges of 
starting and AI project and ways to overcome them. 
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Artificial Intelligence in the 
Logistics Industry in Europe

Over the past couple of years, artificial intelligence (AI) 
has become a major topic – if not the major topic – in 
many newspaper articles, panels of experts, forums as 
well as in the business community. Especially with recent 
developments and releases in the area of generative AI 
quickly taking the market and transforming economies, 
for example the chatbot ChatGPT*  by OpenAI and image 
generation tool Midjourney by Midjouney**, Inc., the 
discussion about the potentials of AI for all private and 
industrial sectors have gained a new level of attention. The 
EU supports the development and use of these innovative 
technologies by creating a regulatory framework, called 
EU AI Act. The goal of the AI Act is to make sure that AI 
systems used in the EU are safe, transparent, traceable, 
non-discriminatory and environmentally friendly and to 
reach an agreement on the new law by the end of 2023 
[1].

The importance of AI is also growing rapidly in the 
European logistics industry, as it can help optimize 
processes, reduce costs, improve customer satisfaction, 
and increase sustainability. According to an Accenture 
report, 86% of COOs claim that AI is essential for 
achieving their growth objectives and 40% of supply 
chain executives participating in Accenture’s Technology 
Vision research said AI is the second priority for scaling in 

a post-pandemic world, just behind the cloud [2]. Also, 
the 2021 MHI Annual Industry Report determined that 
AI is one of the technologies that have experienced the 
largest jump in technology adaption rate in global supply 
chains from 2020 to 2021, underlining the rapid growth 
of the importance of AI in logistics [3].

This development is not surprising: the logistics industry 
is particularly well suited for the use of AI due to its 
specific characteristics (see Fig. 1). The environment in 
which logistics systems operate is characterized by a 
fluctuating consumer market, many different actors, and 
opposing goals that need to be reconciled.  It is therefore 
a highly dynamic and complex environment, which leads 
to complex optimization problems that need to be solved 
to achieve efficient and sustainable logistics processes. 
Methods in AI have the ability to capture the complex 
relationships in logistics environments. In order to do 
so, they require a lot of data. Data becomes more and 
more widely available in the logistics industry with the 
widespread use of technology such as sensors, cameras, 
tracking and tracing systems or digital twins, even though 
sharing data between companies in the logistics industry 
can be challenging due to data privacy and sovereignty 
concerns, security risks, and differences in data formats 
and systems used by each company. The complex decisions 

* https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt

**  https://www.midjourney.com/home?callbackUrl=%2Fexplore
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Figure 1:  Relevance of AI for the logistics industry
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that control logistics processes are often made by experts 
and thus depend on the experience of employees. The 
shortage of skilled workers is a trend that will also 
become increasingly relevant for the logistics industry in 
the future, so that AI with the ability to generate and 
capture knowledge will become a key factor. Finally, with 
a contribution of 5% of the EU’s gross domestic product, 
more than 6 million employees, and 25 % of the EU’s 
total greenhouse gas emissions, the transport industry 
alone plays a significant role in the European economy 

and holds major potentials for optimization approaches 
based on AI methods [4]. 

Thus, AI has the potential to transform the logistics 
industry and is becoming a driver for logistics systems 
of the future. This white paper explores foundations 
of AI methods, application examples for AI in logistics 
from members of the ALICE network, as well as common 
challenges and how to overcome them.
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A brief introduction to Artificial 
Intelligence 

The first definition of the term AI was proposed by the 
British mathematician and computer scientist Alan Turing 
in a widely cited article from 1950 [5]: a computer is 
considered intelligent if a human interacting with that 
computer cannot distinguish between whether they are 
communicating with a machine or a human. This test 
nowadays is known as the “Turing Test” and serves as 
a widely accepted definition for the AI. A more recent 
definition of the term AI is proposed by Russel and Norvig 
as follows: AI can be defined as “intelligent entities that 
mimic cognitive functions” [6]. As Turing, they define AI 
as the ability to mimic human intelligence and execution 
of tasks using automation or robots.

In the same article, Turing stated that only learning 
machines can develop truly intelligent behavior. This 
prediction should turn out correct, Machine Learning 
(ML), and Deep Learning (DL) in particular, have been 
instrumental in advancing AI in recent years (see Fig. 2). 
ML is a subfield of AI that focuses on algorithms that can 
learn from data and make predictions or decisions based 
on that learning. DL is a specific type of ML that uses 
artificial neural networks to process complex data inputs 
and generate outputs.

DEFINITION OF THE TERM ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Figure 2:  Machine Learning and Deep Learning as 

subfields of AI [7]

Artificial
Intelligence

Machine
Learning

Deep
Learning

Slate statue of Mathematician Alan Turing at Bletchley Park, 
Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Britain
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Figure 3:  Differences between traditional software and ML software [7]
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The field of ML originated from the theory of pattern 
recognition and the idea that computers can learn to 
perform tasks without explicit programming. Unlike 
conventional software, which remains fixed once 
programmed (see Fig. 3), ML programs are designed to 
adapt to changing circumstances and to map complex 
relationships between input and output data. They 
operate on the principle of human learning, with inputs, 
a model, and outputs. The input component of the system 
is data that is provided for a task, and the outputs show 
how the ML system responds to the inputs. The internal 
model describes how to convert the input into output. By 
using existing sample data for inputs and feedback on the 
expected outputs, an ML software learns the best fitting 

model to the data and can then apply it to new input data 
to convert it into new outputs.

Provided that data is available from which a context can 
be learned, the use of ML software offers advantages in 
two situations:

•  The relationship between inputs and outputs changes 
over time, so that the model must also adapt.

•  The relationship between inputs and outputs complex 
enough that conventional models are not able to 
represent it or that the performance of these algorithms 
is not sufficient for the application.

DIFFERENCES OF ML SOFTWARE COMPARED TO CONVENTIONAL 
SOFTWARE
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     APPROACHES TO MACHINE 
LEARNING

The following section outlines the three primary categories 
of machine learning algorithms that are used to train ML 
models.

    SUPERVISED LEARNING

Supervised learning involves having a known correct 
output for each input, allowing the ML model to 
be trained with a given data set of pairs of input and 
expected output until it learns the correct behavior. After 
the training phase, the ML system can then successfully 
process data that are not included in the training set. 
Supervised learning is widely used in various fields, and 
some application examples include image classification, 
regression analysis, fraud detection, and predictive 
maintenance.

    UNSUPERVISED LEARNING

Unsupervised learning involves the ML algorithm searching 
for patterns within input data without any specific goal or 
output in mind, unlike supervised learning. This involves 
using methods from data mining and multivariate 
statistics. A common example is the recognition of 

whether customers are expecting a child or not, based 
on their shopping behavior. The ML algorithm learns this 
information to provide customized offers, such as baby 
clothes, to these customers [8].

    REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcing learning is the third basic type of ML. In 
contrast to supervised learning, there is no pair of 
inputs and “correct” outputs (expected results). Instead, 
reinforcement learning involves training an algorithm to 
make decisions based on rewards and punishments. In this 
type of learning, an agent interacts with an environment 
and learns to perform certain actions to maximize a 
reward signal over time. The agent receives feedback in 
the form of a reward signal when it performs a desired 
action and a penalty when it performs an undesired 
action. Therefore, the agent learns by trial and error, 
using exploration strategies to try out new actions and 
learn from the resulting rewards. Reinforcement learning 
is commonly applied in game playing and robotics.
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Application examples for Artificial 
Intelligence in logistics

Among the members of the ALICE network, AI is being 
extensively used in various domains of application, such 
as ports, intralogistics, and transport management. These 
applications can be broadly categorized based on the 
task performed by the AI algorithm - sensing, thinking, 
or acting (see Fig. 4). Sensing applications involve the 
use of sensors and data analytics to gather information 
about the environment, while thinking applications use 

ML algorithms to analyze data, e.g., generated by use 
cases in the sensing category, and make decisions. Acting 
applications involve the use of robotics and automation to 
perform physical tasks. In this section, we will explore the 
different use cases of AI in logistics, clustered according 
to their domain of application and the task of the AI 
algorithm.
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Figure 4:  Application examples of AI in logistics
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Julian Hinxlage

ORGANISATION: Fraunhofer IML

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: Silicon Economy

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://www.silicon-economy.com/en/homepage/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

The developed open source service allows to uniquely identify load carriers based on their natural features, e.g., the specific 
grain in the wood of a wooden pallet.

The service is designed to make processes within a logistics system more efficient by eliminating processes such as label printing, 
temporary attachment of labels to the pallet and manual scanning. Pictures of pallet feet are used to train neural networks to 
detect the pallet feet in the pictures and create signatures based on the specific grain. The signatures can then be used to re-
identify the load carriers at the following identification points in the logistics system.

In this project two different neural networks have been trained, one for detecting the pallet feet in the pictures and one to create 
pallet specific signatures. For training the networks, methods from the area of computer vision have been applied.

Fraunhofer IML, Fraunhofer ISST, TU Dortmund University

Source: Fraunhofer IML 

Identification service based on natural features
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Dr. Stefan Walter

ORGANISATION: VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd.

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: EU knowlEdge (Horizon2020, Grant agreement ID: 957331)

ONLINE INFORMATION: http//www.knowledge-project.eu

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

To create a solution that can optimize production sequences and improve efficiency. This includes using AI technologies to reduce 
human input and improve predictions of product quality parameters. It requires extracting information from different data streams 
along the supply chain to improve coordination of production and logistics processes.

The case focuses on the production scheduling for a dairy factory. The product is to be made in accordance with market demand, 
while utilizing the resources efficiently. This process is constrained by many factors and requires extensive knowledge to plan the 
production. Re-scheduling in real-time needs to be undertaken when unexpected changes occur. Line managers are responsible 
for reacting quickly to these changes, which is currently mostly based on experience and human behaviour.

The project develops a platform, which is designed to be agile, distributed, scalable, collaborative, and standardized, with security 
and accountability in mind. It integrates cognitive technologies, including AI, distributed data analytics, Internet-of-Things (IoT), 
cyber-physical systems (CPS), edge, fog, and cloud technologies.

The platform includes several elements, which address challenges related to decision-making, knowledge representation and 
storage, data integration and management, AI and analytics, and cross-platform capabilities. Distributed AI and data analytics 
are based on deep machine learning methods towards automatic knowledge discovery. Users can reason with the AI results and 
suitable interfaces allow capturing of human domain knowledge.

Source: Fraunhofer IML 

VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd, Finland - LINKS Foundation, Italy - Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information 
Technology (FIT), Germany - Nextworks Srl, Italy - Information Catalyst for Enterprise Ltd (ICE), United Kingdom - Westfälische 
Wilhelms-Universität Münster (WWU), Germany -Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC), Spain - Kautex Textron GmbH & Co. 
KG, Germany - Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Spain - Parmalat S.p.A., Italy - Centre for Research and Technology 
Hellas (ITI-CERTH), Greece - Bonfiglioli Slovakia s.r.o., Slovakia - FernUniversität in Hagen, Germany

Optimised production scheduling and process efficiency, based on 
interconnected data of sales, production and distribution
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Pablo Castiella

ORGANISATION: Baobab Soluciones

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://baobabsoluciones.es/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Baobab is a consulting company that specializes in solutions and tools to reduce operational costs and optimize margins. One 
of the use cases is concerned with production planning in a steel coil production line.

In order to optimize the production planning process, the use case pursues various goals. It aims for an efficient use of material 
by maximizing the weight delivered to the production line and minimizing the amount of waste. Simultaneous optimization 
goals are minimizing changeover and lost times.

To solve the problem optimization is used, specifically, linear programming. This field is based on, through a mathematical model, 
obtaining the optimal solution of our problem, which is characterized by providing the maximum or minimum possible according 
to the objectives of the problem, in this case, the maximum amount of material delivered.

Production Planning of Steel Coils
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Source: Baobab Soluciones.
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Bartu Arslan

ORGANISATION: Eindhoven University of Technology - ESCF

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: AI Planner of the Future – Project 3

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://escf.nl/ai-planner-project-3/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

Utilizing real-time data and Reinforcement Learning techniques, an algorithm for retailers is developed. This AI-driven solution 
optimizes inventory management by providing near-optimal fulfillment and replenishment decisions.

With the rise of online and omnichannel retailing, retailers now have more data to help with their inventory decisions. However, 
seamlessly integrating crucial inventory decisions—particularly in fulfillment and replenishment—is not straightforward. The 
intricate nature of these decisions demands sophisticated solutions. Enter Reinforcement Learning algorithms: designed to adapt 
and improve over time, they harness the power of real-time data. 

In this context, a Reinforcement Learning approach is used because the problem is a sequential decision problem. For example, 
each day, a retailer observes the demand and makes a fulfillment decision as the demand arrives, and on particular periods, the 
retailer observes the on-hand inventory to make a replenishment decision. We include every information of the retailer such as 
the on-hand inventory and the pipeline inventory, as a state element. Considering the state, the Reinforcement Learning agent 
provides an action that yields the maximum reward (this could be the expected profits over a period).

Eindhoven University of Technology, European Supply Chain Forum, Eindhoven Artificial Intelligence Systems Institute, Logistics 
Community Brabant

AI-Based Replenishment and Order Fulfillment Strategies for 
Omnichannel Supply Chains
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Christian Jestel

ORGANISATION: Fraunhofer IML

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: AI Arena

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://www.aiarena.de/blog/roboter-schwarmintelligenz/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

In this work autonomous self-learning robot navigation in an unknown environment has been applied to a real robot without 
a map or planner. 

Reliable localization of mobile systems, route planning and position control are essential to many applications in logistics, 
manufacturing, and service robotics. Examples include item tracking in warehouses, the delivery of resources to assembly lines 
or an assistive robot’s autonomous navigation and execution of localized actions. Multi-robot navigation is a challenging task in 
which multiple robots must be coordinated simultaneously within dynamic environments.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is applied to learn a decentralized end-to-end policy, which maps raw sensor data to the 
command velocities of the agent. The agents get the four last observations as inputs: the 2D laserscans, orientation to the goal, 
distance to the goal, and velocities of the robot. The produced output is continuous action as command velocities.

Using Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) the agents are trained in several environments like multi robot or bottleneck scenarios. 
An emergent behavior was observed when the agents learned to drive as group to their goal and efficiently pass other robots 
without colliding.

Westphalian University of Applied Sciences, TU Dortmund University, Fraunhofer IML

Real Autonomous Mobile Robot Navigation Indoor
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Source: Surmann, Hartmut, et al. “Deep Reinforcement learning for real autonomous mobile robot navigation in indoor 
environments.” arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.13857 (2020).
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Jorge García Fernández

ORGANISATION: Geoodel

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: Ports 4.0 Deployment of CleverVolume

ONLINE INFORMATION: http//www.goclever.io

GoClever’s Clever Sense solution leverages LIDAR sensor technology and advanced processing to transform operations in port 
environments. Through seamless integration with existing automation systems via APIs or object detection-triggered systems, 
Clever Sense optimizes two critical domains: waste (MARPOL) quantification in Maritime Ports and cargo verification in Ferry 
terminals. Both domains have been applied to the Port of Barcelona.

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Clever Sense leverages LIDAR sensors to generate point clouds that represent physical objects, such as waste and cargo containers. 
These point clouds are then processed through specialized algorithms for intelligent segmentation and feature extraction. Both 
cloud-based and on-edge computing handle this intricate data analysis. The AI methods are designed to interpret these features 
and provide precise measurements and characterizations, automating what used to be manual, labor-intensive tasks. By utilizing 
intelligent segmentation, the system is capable of distinguishing between different types of waste and cargo, even under 
varying environmental conditions. This segmentation and subsequent analysis enable highly accurate, real-time quantification 
and categorization.

PARTNERS

Working closely together with the Port of Barcelona, BCN Port Innovation, Port of Aveiro and Grimaldi.

Automating and Optimizing Port Operations through Clever Sense: 
A Sensor-Driven, Cloud-Enabled, and API-Integrated Solution

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

Clever Sense is strategically designed to address two key challenges in the maritime and port logistics sector. First, it automates the 
real-time estimation of solid waste volumes under MARPOL V regulations, significantly improving waste management efficiency 
and sustainability. Implemented successfully at the Port of Barcelona, this feature allows for rapid, accurate measurements 
independent of weather and lighting conditions. Second, it automates the dimensional characterization of non-containerized 
cargo, specifically in ferry terminals, to optimize cargo space and ensures precision in tariff collection and ensure safe, efficient 
vehicle management. Together, these applications significantly enhance the efficiency, compliance, and sustainability of port 
operations.
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Pavlos Basaras (pavlos.basaras@iccs.gr)

ORGANISATION: Institute of Communication and Computer Systems (ICCS)

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: 5G-LOGINNOV “5G creating opportunities for LOGistics supply chain 
INNOVation” (H2020–ICT–42)

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://5g-loginnov.eu/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

Use Case Setup in Port Environment AI service inference time in various settings

The service relies on high resolution video captured by cameras mounted on quay side cranes that observe the crane’s loading 
and unloading actions. The video is transmitted in real time over 5G to the AI-enabled video analytics service which infers the 
presence or absence of container seals. 

Detecting the presence (or absence) of container seals for containers inbound at a port is of paramount importance for the 
port operator, as the presence of a seal validates the integrity of the container contents. It is not rare however for containers 
to arrive with broken/absent seals, especially when their transportation plan involves transhipments; in such cases, the involved 
ports should be able to prove that the container left the port with its seals intact or pay the claimed financial reimbursements. 
Currently, the seal check process requires human intervention, i.e., manual check. The objective of the developed AI-enabled 
video analytics solution is to fully automate the seal check process and eliminate the need for human involvement in an area 
with relatively high safety risks.

Computer vision is essential for extracting meaningful information from video frames. As a crane loads/unloads a container, a 
CCTV camera facing the front view of the container provides real-time video frames to a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) 
object detection algorithm trained for identifying containers. Each frame is processed. If a container is detected, it is cropped 
from the original image and used on a similar object detection algorithm trained for identifying seals. Separating each type of 
detection improves the system’s accuracy. After the image processing steps, bounding boxes are drawn on the frame, providing 
the user with annotation data.

Institute of Communication and Computer Systems (ICCS), Piraeus Container Terminal (PCT)

5G&AI-enabled container seal detection at the loading/
unloading phase of vessels
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Using a state-of-the-art neural detection and tracking stack for radar enhances radar detection of ships and boats highly 
accurately, ultimately enabling navigation and control of ships by a digital captain. 

The port area is a very buy environment, also on the water. Not only large container vessels, with tug boats sail the waterways, 
but also smaller vessels like water taxis, waste boats and inland ships. To navigate and avoid collision, shippers should be aware 
of their surroundings. The advanced radar detection supports the safer and more efficient inland navigation offering advanced 
collision detection and improved warnings for skippers, enabling them to react in a timely and accurate manner to dangerous 
situations around the ship. 

The Radar Tracker uses Deep Learning techniques by collecting and labelling data using a variety of inputs for Captain AI’s fusion 
algorithm, in order to create a reliable view of every situation. They make use of of radar, cameras, GPS, Octance, sonar and AIS 
already installed on most vessels.

The Deep Learning Radar detector and tracker is now available for Furuno and Simrad radars and can both run in the cloud or 
on premise. The technology will be integrated in Periskals existing navigation systems, such as the Inland ECDIS Viewer and can 
propose changes to an (Agonics/ Alphatron) Trackpilot on the course of the ship. 

PARTNERS

Working closely together with the Port of Rotterdam Authority and Rijkswaterstaat, and for example with Periskal to  include is 
in River Information Services and Navigation Software. 

AI Deep Learning based radar tracker for advanced navigation 
for inland shipping
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Source: : Captian AI.

NAME: Vincent Wegener

ORGANISATION: Captain AI

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: Captain AI receives funding from a.o. UNIIQ investment fund and Citylab010

ONLINE INFORMATION: Captain AI – Autonomous ships for autonomous ports
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Enrique Onieva Caracuel

ORGANISATION: LOGISTAR/ University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: LOGISTAR “Enhanced data management techniques for real time logistics 
planning and scheduling”(H2020: MG-5.2-2017)

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://logistar-project.eu/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

Collaborative route optimization by building optimal routes for collaborative freight transport using data (fleet, demands, time 
windows etc) as well as providing real-time supply chain visibility through dashboards not only displaying information but also 
showing deviations, alerts or recommendations to take actions.

By collaborating and optimization in freight transport, companies can increase load factors, shorten delivery routes and create full 
truck load (FTL) backhaul opportunities and consolidation of less than truckload (LTL) deliveries. The solution is aimed at allowing 
effective planning and optimizing of transport operations in the supply chain by taking advantage of horizontal collaboration 
relying on the increasingly real-time data gathered from the interconnected environment. 

Data is retrieved and harmonized and sensors are connected to a cloud IoT platform to leverage the available data, to process it 
and to deliver services. Information used by smart algorithms (Hybrid metaheuristics based on paradigms of parallel computing) for 
predictions, learning the preferences, optimization of the planning of operations and automated negotiation and re-optimization 
(based on multi-objective optimization models). Real-time dashboards provide an overview to managers of what is happening. 

DeustoTech, University College of Cork – Insight Centre for Data Analytics, CSIC, DunavNET, Semantic Web company, Preston Solutions, 
MDS Transmodal, dbh Logistics IT, Software AG,  Ahlers, ZAILOG, Nestle, PLADIS, Codognotto Group, CHEP

Decision-making tool and a real-time visualization tool for optimization 
effective planning of (collaborative) freight transport
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Source: LOGISTAR.

Data gathering & harmonization

Implementation of services in the platform

Smart Algorithms

Broad data

Control & decision making tool in logistic operations

Event Identification & Management

Global Optimization planning

Internet of Things (loT)

Real time information on freight transport

Artificial Intelligence focussed on prediction

Automated negotiation and planning reoptimization

data sharing

alerts of events, planning of resources, recommendations 
for solving incidents

Goods positioning & status

Information about vehicles and goods

Goods positioning & status

Preferences between objectives and tradeoffs

data governance

Identification of disruptions

Planning of operations
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Enrique Martín-Alcalde (innovacion@apba.es)

ORGANISATION: PORTXCHANGE

ONLINE INFORMATION: Port of Algeciras – PortXchange – World Port Sustainability Program (sustainableworldports.org)

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

PortXchange is a digital collaboration platform that shipping lines, port authorities, terminals, and agents can use to optimally 
plan, execute and monitor all activities during a port call in real-time. It connects operational data from all local parties involved 
in a port call, standardizes it, and creates a single point of reliable information. 

The maritime industry needs to adapt to the changing world. Serving ships on a first-come-first-served basis causes an adverse 
carbon footprint and leads to planning disruptions. PortXchange empowers companies to make port calls more predictable, 
efficient, and sustainable through digitalization and collaborative data sharing. PortXchange provides a centralized point for 
sharing real-time data to align all players during the port call. All users have an overview of the entire process and are immediately 
informed about any schedule changes. This common situational awareness helps respond quickly to the changing situation and 
make necessary adjustments in the planning. 

PortXchange uses applies international standards and combines advanced tools like cloud computing, machine learning, and API 
to automate real-time data sharing and collaboration amongst the parties involved in a port call process. PortXchange shows 
planning updates as soon as they occur, enabling a vessel to optimize its speed and decrease unnecessary emissions.

Pilot run with Port of Algeciras, Maersk Line, APMT, Marmedsa and Port Xchange. 

Digital Collaboration platform for more efficient and sustainable 
organisation of port calls
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Source: PortXchange (PortXchange Synchronizer for Shipping Companies (port-xchange.com))
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Joan Meseguer (jmeseguer@fundacion.valenciaport.com) 

ORGANISATION: Fundacion Valenciaport

ONLINE INFORMATION: E2RM - EMPTY EQUIPMENT REPOSITORY MANAGEMENT - Fundación Valenciaport

The E2RM system will be able to predict the available stock of empty containers, which will directly improve quality of life by 
minimizing unplanned repositioning movements of equipment. With the help of artificial intelligence, the integration of different 
data sources and the use of innovative user-friendly visualization tools, an improvement in the quality and level of service to 
clients is expected. 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

The E2RM system applies machine learning algorithms to produce reliable predictions of operations involving the receipt and 
delivery of containers. with the use of automatic learning algorithms and techniques such as neural network modelling, the vast 
amount and diversity of data is processed for predictions and programming rules apply multiple factors to take into account. 
The system will independently manage prediction models so that it can quickly adapt to changing patterns in supply, demand 
and container traffic.

PARTNERS

Funding entity: Cosco Shipping Lines (Spain) S.A.

Empty Equipment Repository Management (E2RM)

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

The management of the empty container fleet (empty equipment) carried out by local agencies of large shipping companies 
is a complex activity to optimize for a number of different reasons, notably the level of operational uncertainty involved in the 
receipt and delivery of containers, which makes forecasting difficult. The lack of support tools capable of making reliable forecasts 
of these operations gives rise to poor management of the equipment and in repeated problems that result in extra costs and 
dissatisfied clients (freight forwarders, logistics operators, exporters and importers). Such problems include the repeated lack of 
equipment needed for export operations at certain locations and times, and the unplanned repositioning of equipment due to 
bad decisions. The E2RM system will improve forecasts, eliminating repositioning movements. 
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Milos intelligence encompasses a set of innovative solutions each aimed to enhance a specific aspect of the supply chain, support 
operators in complex decisions and improve efficiency in the transport and logistics sectors through the use of optimization and 
artificial intelligence.

The addressed problems involve process management and operational activities within both maritime ports and inland nodes. 
These complex environments require seamless coordination to ensure efficiency and productivity. Milos Intelligence offers a 
concrete solution, encompassing a set of innovative tools that aim to enhance various aspects of the supply chain. By providing 
intelligent, predictive, and automated support, it assists in streamlining the intricate operations in port and terminal nodes, 
ultimately supporting operators in making complex decisions. This innovative approach leverages optimization and artificial 
intelligence to drive efficiency in the transport and logistics sectors, fostering a more intelligent and efficient future for the industry.

The intricate and ever-changing dynamics of operational activities demand swift decision-making and adaptability. Milos 
Intelligence utilizes optimization algorithms and machine learning techniques to assist industry operators, particularly in the port 
and maritime sectors. These tools help them understand the complexities of their processes, identify inefficiencies, and optimize 
their activities by forecasting flow patterns. A technologically generated solution empowers operators to make informed, data-
driven decisions, significantly boosting the efficiency and performance of port and terminal operations.

PARTNERS

OPTIMeasy.

Milos Intelligence – Innovative solutions for transports and logistics 
through optimization and artificial intelligence 
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Source: Circle Group internal elaboration

NAME: Veronica Asta (asta@circletouch.eu)

ORGANISATION: Circle Group

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: Some functionalities development within Project eBridge - Emergency and 
BRoad Information Development for the ports of Genoa and Project RAISE - Robotics and AI for socio-economic 
empowerment

MILOS INTELLIGENCE

Innovative solutions for transports and logistics through optimization and artificial intelligence

Inland Terminal &
Road Network

Shunting Area &
Rail Network

Maritime Terminal
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Ngoc Quang Luong (ngoc.quang.luong@imec.be)

ORGANISATION: IMEC, Belgium

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: COOCK Smart Port 2025

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://www.thebeacon.eu/innovation/projects/coock-smart-port-2025/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

We build the optimizers which recommend the deep-sea port operators to assign wisely the tugboat and dock pilots to assist 
vessels through the nautical chain. The proposed integrated planning contributes to reduce the ship’s waiting time, travel distance, 
as well as improve workload balance on these services, thus enhances the port’s operational efficiency.  

In today’s ports, the nautical chain necessitates the inter-operability among multiple intra-port services, with fully sharable 
planning visibility each. In addition, it harnesses not only historical observations, real time tracking, but also future look-ahead 
indicators to aid decision making. Our solutions tackle these challenges in various concrete extents. First, the deep learning 
models forecast the resource capacity (e.g., availability of tugboats or pilots), thus unveil shortage risk in different future time 
steps. Second, the discrete event-based simulators unlock current planning’ shortcomings via delay, idle time, work balance or 
cost factors. These insights constitute a fitness function to measure the cooperated tugboat – dock pilot goodness at a given 
time. Next, our optimizers repeatedly generate planning scenarios and retain candidates corresponding to the best aggregation 
of desired objectives.   

The Deep Learning models leverage the large-scale historical data and foster end-to-end learning on the capacity of tugboat and 
dock pilots over future horizons. Moreover, as the situation evolves through time (e.g., task cancellation, task shift, etc.), such 
models exhibit efficiency in retraining and adapting prediction.

On the other side, the discrete event-based simulation models focus on the analytical aspects of plannings for the time being. 
While simulating the trajectory of the actual tasks, different shortcomings related to delay, time and cost can be observed or 
computed. 

Next, the optimization approach allows to retain the best plannings within the large search space. Furthermore, it enables the 
fusion of robust candidates after each iteration to propagate the beneficial aspects towards the next generations, therefore 
strengthening the solutions over time. 

Antwerp systems and software modelling (AnSyMo), University of Antwerp
Department of Transport and Regional Economics (TPR), University of Antwerp

Capacity prediction and simulation models to optimize the joint 
planning of tugboat and doc2k pilot
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Optimization Algorithms
(Genetic, PSO, etc.)

AI Models Simulators
Fitness
Values

Planning Search Space (at time T)

Overall Cost Value = Min

Optimal Tugboat planning Optimal Dock pilot planning

Other Data at time T KPI Model

Source: IMEC, Belgium.
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Ignacio Serra Viedma (innovacion@apba.es)

ORGANISATION: IDOM & AWS

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://innovacion.apba.es/en/autonomous-traceability-and-geolocation-of-the-cargo-with-
artificial-intelligence/

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

PARTNERS

Solution developed based on advanced techniques of Computer Vision and ML, which allows the acquisition, processing, 
analysis and understanding of videoimages to identify and monitor the trucks going through the Heavy Traffic Terminal and to 
automatically detect the key events of interest, such as the occupation of the parking slots.

Pilot project for testing and validating an innovative solution in the field of advanced data science and artificial intelligence. 
To solve the following challenge: carrying out the traceability and geolocation of the cargo within the Heavy Traffic Terminal 
(TTP) of the Port of Algeciras, aiming to manage the port resources in a more efficient and effective manner, from an enhanced 
management and location process.

AI has given tools to extract high-dimensional data from the real operation processes, e.g. dwell time or geolocation, in order to 
deliver useful actionable knowledge in forms of decisions and, afterwards, a higher efficiency and productivity of port-logistics 
processes. Without needing dedicated physical devices, e.g. sensors or tags, the solution validated that a future product would 
help improving the management and location process of the cargo in the rotation area of the TTP, thus reducing the service time 
dedicated to the collection of the ILUs, platforms and semi-trailers from this storage area, both by the stevedoring department 
and carriers themselves.

IDOM Consulting, Engineering, Architecture and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Autonomous traceability and geolocation of RoRo traffic
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Source: APBA.
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Agent-based models for a decision support tool prototype for the Port of Rotterdam’s port authority supporting the evaluation 
of possible strategies from a self-organizational, complex system perspective of port nautical processes to increase the resilience, 
reliability and flexibility of services of individual actors and of the aggregate service chain.

Seaports provide a range of services that together support the turnaround process of ships, including positioning, piloting, 
mooring and bunkering or fuelling. As a short turnaround time is one of the key factors determining the competitiveness of ports, 
a well-organized chain of nautical services is essential. The performance of this service chain will depend on the dynamic nature 
of the demand for services (volume and size of ships), on external circumstances (e.g. weather), the capabilities of individual 
agents within the chain as well as on the collaboration between them. Performance enhancement requires the optimisation of 
the strategies and actions by the highly complex system of nautical services and service providers. 

The multi-agent based simulation model focuses on the physical and organizational aspects of the port nautical chain.  Observing 
the port nautical chain as a multi agent system requires an insight into individual actor processes and interactions between the 
port nautical chain actors with the use of algorithms based on swarm intelligence.

A proof-of-concept model of the Port of Rotterdam has been developed in PySeidon, an open-source, modular, and generic 
port simulation framework written in Python. Using data mining techniques optimisation reducing the turnaround time in the 
port is analysed.

PARTNERS

Delft University of Technology, Port of Rotterdam, University of Maastricht, Intertransis, ECT, TNO.

Agent-based model simulation for decision support tool for the port 
nautical services
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Source: : I. Davydenko, R. Fransen (2021): Empirical agent-based model simulation for the port nautical services: 
A case study for the Port of Rotterdam  pp. 1-14.

NAME: Prof. Lorant Tavasszy

ORGANISATION: TUDelft/TNO

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: SWARMPORT (Funded by the Dutch research Council in the Topsector 
Logistics Programme ‘Complexity in Transport and Logistics’ with TKI Dinalog) 

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://www.nwo.nl/projecten/43916108-0

Model output on average ship turnaround time and loss time for a 90 day simulation with 3 different random seeds.
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NAME: Konrad Steiner & Maximilian Otten

ORGANISATION: DB Schenker in cooperation with Fraunhofer IML

The project was initiated as part of the DB Schenker Enterprise Lab together with Fraunhofer IML. By utilizing machine learning 
algorithms, video data is automatically processed which delivers valuable information. This builds the foundation to determine 
KPIs that enable an optimization of the land transport processes.

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Machine learning-based algorithms have dominated the field of computer vision since around 2012. The MLCVZoo is an Open-
Source Framework initiated by DB Schenker and Fraunhofer IML, which provides an ecosystem of computer vision algorithms that 
can be put together in a pipeline, regardless of the framework that is used for their implementation. By utilizing the MLCVZoo 
DB-Schenker could build their software solution using the current state-of-the-art Object-Detection and OCR algorithms without 
having a vendor lock-in to a specific framework. With internal research, specific post processing optimizations could be developed 
that push the accuracy of the algorithm even higher.

Video analytics in land transport 

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

The goal is the automatic collection of information that is needed for the optimization of land transport processes. Specifically, it 
is about increasing the visibility and determining KPIs and thus being able to drive optimizations forward in a targeted manner. 
As a first use case, all incoming and outgoing trucks at a pilot branch are scanned and their license plate and potential ILU- 
(Intermodal Loading Unit) code are extracted from the video data. This information enables a range of process efficiencies such as 
automated yard access control, real-time allocation of (un)loading docks, or a no-touch inventory of the equipment on the yard.
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Source: : CIMN.

SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

The project improves the efficiency of logistic operations by forecasting the traffic conditions and therefore enabling the prediction 
of travel time. 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Since a lot of different information and their underlying complex interactions are involved in this prediction, AI is the right tool 
to solve the problem. Conventional machine learning algorithms (such as XGBoost, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, 
etc.) and deep learning neural networks (such as MLP, LSTM, CNN, etc.) can be utilized for this task. These forecasted values 
are being fed to a traffic simulation software to identify the quickest route available for the delivery as well as delivery time for 
using the preferred route.

TOOL: Traffic fOrcasting fOr Logistics

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

Planning for “just in time” deliveries, the accurate anticipation of travel times is crucial. Hence, it is beneficial to know in advance 
the future traffic scenario so that the delivery schedule may be modified if needed. The collection of relevant data such as, for 
instance, traffic count data, weather information, fuel price fluctuations, road as well as public transport closures, and regulatory 
measures is crucial to accurately predict traffic along entire networks or corridors of interest at any given time in future. TOOL 
aims to provide a prediction model for these scenarios.
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NAME: Muhammad Awais Shafique

ORGANISATION: CIMNE

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: CENIT

Proposed project methodology

Quickest route prediction Travel time prediction for
preferred route

Fuel price fluctuation
prediction algorithm

•   International benchmark 
prices

•  Euro value against USD

Traffic forecasting algorithm

•  Historical fuel prices

Traffic simulation software
(Vissim, Synchro, etc.)

•  Historical weather data

•  Weather forecast data

•   Information regarding 
road closures

•   Information regarding 
public transport 
clousures

•   Regulatory measures
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Source: : https://www.logistikum-retail.at/uploads/Projekte%20und%20Kompetenzbereiche/
Data%20Analytics%20und%20Foresight/NEXT.png 

SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

NEXT applies machine learning in retail supply chains. With a focus on predictive analytics, it aims to provide intelligent decision 
support to reduce SCM uncertainty. A focus is on the recognition of network behaviour patterns (e.g., a combination of LSPs, 
suppliers, locations), which is then used as a prediction basis.

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Machine Learning based on pattern recognition and focussing on the derivation of predictive insights is especially applicable 
in SCM. By identifying patterns in large amounts of SC data as well as in external data, prediction can be made. Depending 
on the problem, different ML methods are applicable. E.g., predicting reliability of supply paths could be done via classification 
(e.g., decision trees or random forests), demand prediction via regression analysis (e.g., SARIMAX), identification of connections 
between network partners via clustering (e.g., k-means or SOM) and the detection of abnormal network behaviour via outlier 
detection (e.g., local outlier factor or isolation forest).

NEXT (Pattern Recognition and Extended Value Network Foresight)

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

Uncertainties in supply, demand, and the environment create unpredictability on process and control levels, which increases the 
intricacy of SCM decision-making. Reducing uncertainty through a business-driven application of Machine Learning methods 
facilitates decision-making processes. Problems such as predicting the demand for product A in store B on day X or finding the 
most reliable supply paths in the network can be handled with predictive, intelligent decision support. Future application areas 
may also include the prediction of the impact of disruptive events as e.g., Covid, on supply chains. Prerequisite is the availability 
of sufficient data to learn from and derive predictions.
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NAME: Patrick Brandtner

ORGANISATION: University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria, School of Business & Management (FH- Steyr), 
Department for Logistics

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: Logistikum.RETAIL

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://www.logistikum-retail.at/en/areas-of-expertise-en/data-analytics-foresight-en/next-en.html

PARTNERS

Hofer, Vaillaint, Hagleitner
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Deep reinforcement learning based Automated Decision Support Toolbox for dynamic data-driven logistics challenges in uncertain 
environments utilizing real-time information, a general problem definition interface modelling the logistics challenge as a as a 
Markov Decision Process and letting the toolbox optimize these problems, with zero coding.

Companies active in logistics seek to find new ways for improving their operations based on data, in order improve efficiency 
and sustainability. To achieve this on a significant scale, logistics companies need to automate decision making. Their logistics 
challenges involve multiple dependent decisions over time, each based on (nearly) real-time data. When making logistics decisions, 
it is important to anticipate the arrival of new data (e.g. orders, delays, disruptions).

The AlphaZero algorithm autonomously learns to play games only by playing the game many times itself, also with GO and Chess 
where it is crucial to anticipate unknown moves of the opponent. 

AI driven decision support for real-time coordination of dynamic supply chains in which a software agent learns based on 
Reinforcement Learning techniques, the right strategies in interaction with a simulated environment.  

Objective: Plug&play infrastructure (based on a modelling framework) for support of modelling data driven logistics decision 
challenges in uncertain environments and optimisation using real-time information without necessary coding with deep Learning 
technology (algorithmic framework inspired by the AlphaZero algorithms). 

PARTNERS

Eindhoven University of Technology, Nexperia B.V., ASML, Vanderlande, Combi Terminal Twente (CTT), Consultants in Quantitative 
Methods B.V. (CQM B.V.), Den Hartogh Logistics, Ewals Cargo Care B.V., ESCF European Supply Chain Forum, Universiteit Twente 
(UT)., Combi Terminal Twente (CTT), Bolk Transport B.V., Emons Group, Ahold Delhaize, Pharox

Reinforcement learning Decision support toolbox for complex realtime 
logistics supply chain planning
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Source: Project proposal Dynaplex.

NAME: Willem van Jaarsveld PhD

ORGANISATION: Eindhoven University of Technology/ Twente University

RELATED PUBLICITY FUNDED PROJECT: DYNAPLEX (Deep Reinforcement Learning for Data-Driven Logistics) Funded 
by TKI Dinalog

ONLINE INFORMATION: DynaPlex (Deep Reinforcement Learning for Data-Driven Logistics) - TKI Dinalog

Logistics challenges addressed in the Dynaplex use cases 

Dynamic planning of inbound and internal logistics

Logistics challenges Cases from consortium partners

Dynamic resource allocation based on real-time information

Dynamic service netword design

Dynamic pricing & fenders
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

The solution developed by Rulex allows to optimize the whole logistics pipeline, using available data to produce decisions for the 
business lines. It includes these steps (i) Replenishment Optimization (ii) Mitigation Sources (iii) Dynamic Allocation (iv) Transport 
Optimization. Across these steps, the topic of data quality is considered as well.

The solution is applied in the optimization of logistics networks, regardless their type or extension. 

The problem that is considered is that given data from ERP (e.g., current demand and availability), information about future 
behaviours is extracted and decisions the optimize the network are provide, i.e., reducing the transport costs and emissions 
while ensuring that demand is fulfilled. 

The problem is very complex since it includes several variables. For a human it requires several hours of work without the warrantee 
of finding the optimal solution. Therefore, AI is the preferred method to solve these problems.

The solution is implemented in the Rulex platform which enables users to directly interact with the AI techniques by means of a 
simple no code graphical user interface. The methods implemented include machine learning methods, namely Explainable AI, 
and advanced optimisation techniques.

PARTNERS

Rulex.

Optimization of operational logistics
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NAME: Enrico Ferrari

ORGANISATION: RULEX

ONLINE INFORMATION: https://www.rulex.ai/supply-chain-optimization/

Source: https://www.rulex.ai/supply-chain-optimization/
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Source: Eindhoven University of Technology

SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

Digital Twins are virtual replicas of a real-life system which monitor, control and optimize their physical counterparts. They embed 
analytical tools in the form of AI models. Through accurate replication of the system and synchronized analysis of parameters 
influencing the operational environment, their computational power can enhance decision-making.

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

The integration of AI occurs on two levels, environment-based and solution-based. Environment-based integration concerns 
collecting ample information on the urban environment in real-time and using to model the current situation or storing it for 
later processing such as with pattern detection using supervised learning. Solution-based integration deals with decision-making 
where computationally-intensive problems such as vehicle routing are solved in real-time using methods like reinforcement 
learning. Both integration levels demand significant data-synchronization, storage capacities, computational power (for training 
procedures) and vigorous analytics using technical tools. A Digital Twin constitutes the technological platform for these resources.

Digital Twins for City Logistics

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

The concept of a Digital Twin has been widely studied in manufacturing contexts and shown to add value to relevant operations. 
Therefore, we seek to investigate their utility in the urban logistics sectors where they can aid Logistics Service Providers with 
planning their routing operations in complex urban environments. These environments are characterized by several uncertainties 
and external factors over which the decision-makers have no control, such as traffic, and can severely effect operational efficiency. 
Thus, a control system that is able to incorporate this information effectively in real-time would be of added value.
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

SmartDriving is an intelligent system based on big data and artificial intelligence that analyses and processes all vehicle telemetry 
information to make recommendations on the appropriate speed according to the type of vehicle, the load being transported 
and the physical conditions of the road.

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

Integration of the tachograph status in real time with the search for rest areas to optimize driving times. Telemetry processing 
as an input source to IA methods to update speeds based on fuel consumption merged with Open Data and tachograph data. 
Generation and maintenance of a proprietary routing system with the daily experience of drivers and fleet managers. This is a 
totally new block not found in any other fleet management company. Definition of a Route Performance Index to evaluate the 
driver’s behaviour. 

AI for Smart Driving

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

The Smart Driving Service (SDS) is a customized mobile application and a complex microservices framework that is intended for 
not only professional drivers but also for novel people who need help during the driving time in their long-distance journeys. The 
challenge is to analyse and leverage thousands of miles of records from truck telemetry (best known as floating car data, FCD) 
that, combined with Open Data Services (maps and weather), could improve vehicle efficiency and a fuel consumption reduction.
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Source: Emons Group

SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 

A neural network with software agents making weighted planning decisions based on actions of the past, trained by advantage 
actor critic (A2C). This is especially appropriate for complex transport management planning, including locations, lengths of trips, 
frequency and proportion of the trip made empty, including the potential benefit of developed scenarios. 

DETAILS OF AI METHODS Why is AI the right way to solve it? How is it technically realised (methods and mapping)? 

The solution primarily used reinforcement learning techniques, for which data is not a requirement. The initial data processing used 
unsupervised learning to reduce the number of locations to clusters. The playing field is defined by the locations in the dataset. 
The scoreboard measures how well the software agent is doing. The software agent was developed in Python and trained in 
Google Colab. The software agent uses a neural network in which the knowledge is stored and uses one-hot encoding to ‘see’ 
the playing field and thus the sequence of the journeys. 

Emons: using artificial intelligence to reduce empty mileage

APPLICATION What problem are you solving? What is the concrete application for your AI solution? 

Every day, lots of lorries drive around with wholly or partly empty trailers. Logistics service providers are working together to 
improve the occupancy rates. On top of that, there are online marketplaces and platforms where cargoes and journeys are 
exchanged. One result of this is that logistical puzzles have to be solved every day so that market demand can be met, capacity 
can be used optimally and kilometres driven while empty can be reduced. These conundrums are currently resolved by commercial 
planners.
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The challenge of finding the right 
place to start

Despite the numerous benefits of AI in the logistics 
industry and various successful application examples, 
its implementation also poses significant challenges to 
many organizations, including cost of implementation, 
data availability, and privacy and security concerns. 
Nevertheless, one of the main challenges that limit the 
widespread use of AI in logistics is finding the right place 
to start a project.

When embarking on an ML project, there are common 
mistakes that can lead to early failure and can be avoided. 
Based on experience, the following aspects are particularly 
important to consider [7]:

 
Start by identifying the problem and determining 
which methods can be used to solve it. It is 

recommended to begin with small use cases to learn the 
advantages and limitations of ML. Developing a solution 
for a certain part of the problem and then extending it to 
larger use cases is often easier than attempting to develop 
a comprehensive solution from scratch.

 
Answer some key questions before deciding on an 
ML-based solution. For example, consider whether 

your organization has enough resources to handle the 
project alone. Many organizations that have started ML 
projects or are using ML applications have worked with 
external partners, such as IT service providers, universities, 
research institutions, and management consultants. 
Combining the company’s specialized knowledge with the 
corresponding IT expertise has proven to be particularly 
successful.

 
Determine the basis on which the ML solution will 
operate. The hardware requirements and data on 

which the learning will take place are crucial components 

of a successful project. Determine whether the necessary 
data is already available or whether it needs to be 
collected at the start of the project to create a learning 
environment. The quantity and quality of the required 
data will depend on the use case and intended solution. 
There is no general rule or formula that specifies this, but 
in general, having a lot of high-quality data is the goal.

 There are several ways to get started with hardware 
and software requirements. Many organizations 

begin with “Machine Learning as a Service” through 
cloud-based external solutions. In productive deployment 
scenarios, the option of external hosting and the operation 
of existing frameworks in the cloud are still commonly 
used.

A structured, practical starting point to consider these 
aspects is given by the intelligence amplification (IA) 
design canvas developed by Piest et al. [9] (see Figure 
5). It enables practitioners to emphasize, ideate, and 
conceptualize IA applications by means of a practical IA 
design canvas that can be used in IA workshops. 

The IA canvas contains three layers: a conceptual, 
foundational, and supporting layer. The conceptual 
layer supports emphasizing the initial idea(s) for an IA 
application and its context. This is the starting point 
for ideation. The foundational layer contains the main 
IA concepts. Practitioners can involve stakeholders to 
collaboratively conceptualize the IA application. The 
supporting layer incorporates enabling IA concepts. 
Each of the elements in the canvas is provided with an 
instruction and guiding questions (see Table 1). 

Structured by the IA canvas, workshops can be held 
and create the starting point for next steps towards a 
successful development of an AI application. 

1

2

3

4
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Figure 5:  : Intelligence Amplification design canvas by Piest et al. [9]
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ELEMENT INSTRUCTION GUIDING QUESTIONS

Idea description & context
Describe the idea and context in 2-3 
sentences

What is the idea for an intelligent 
agent? How are the concepts of IA 
incorporated?

Stakeholders
List the involved people and their 
interest(s)

Who are the main stakeholders 
involved? What is their role?

Goal(s) Define the solution objective(s)
What is the main goal of the IA 
application?

User interface & interaction
Provide human oversight and 
controls

How do end-users interact with the 
intelligent agent?

Cognitive functions & 
enhancements

List the skills, capabilities, and 
intelligence

Which cognitive functions are 
assigned to the end-user? Which to 
the intelligent agent?

Sensors Determine inputs and perception
How does the intelligent agent 
perceive its environment?

Actuators Determine intents and (inter)actions
Which actions/decisions does the 
intelligent agent need to take?

Agent appearance
Describe the agent(s) and task 
environment

Which type of intelligent agent is 
suitable?

Professional judgment Facilitate auditing and explainability
How can practitioners assess and 
interpret the outcomes?

Key metrics
Measure the performance of the 
system

Which metrics can measure and 
monitor performance?

Legal, ethical & societal impact
Ensure responsible and trustworthy 
design

Which rules and regulations are 
applicable? What is the (unintended) 
impact?

Algorithms & learning models
Evaluate model accuracy and 
reliability

What are candidate algorithms? 
How can each model be trained and 
assessed?

Systems & data sources
Define interfaces and secure access 
to data

Which system integrations are 
required to access data sources?

Table 1:  : Design canvas elements, instructions, and guiding questions by Piest et al. [9]
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Conclusion

In conclusion, the use of AI in the logistics industry offers numerous benefits, including increased efficiency, accuracy, and 
sustainability. AI algorithms can optimize operations, reduce errors, and improve profitability. However, the implementation 
of AI in the logistics industry also poses significant challenges, including the high cost of implementation, data privacy 
and security concerns, and regulatory challenges. As such, organizations must carefully consider these challenges before 
implementing AI solutions in their operations. The EU is addressing some of these challenges by creating a regulatory 
framework in the EU AI Act. 
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